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On January 21st, 2019, Bryant University
kicked off the start of the second semester
with the seventh annual IDEA Program.Iwas
granted the privilege to sit down and discuss
this year's program with Allison Butler, who is
the director of the program and a psychology
professor at Bryant.
She has been on the IDEA team since its
second year, and she just completed her second
year as the director. Iwould like to thank her
once again for letting me be able to interview
her and learn more details about IDEA.
Professor Butler informed me that the
program was founded by Professor Michael
Roberto, who was the program's original
director. She said that Roberto saw a real
opportunity to make the students at Bryant
well equippedfor their lives going into graduate
school or into the work force. She said that
Roberto and the team knew that not everyone
automatically knows how to do things like
collaborate with team members effectively,
pitch and receive ideas, and apply feedback,
which are important professional skills.
Butler went on to discuss the fact that
design thinking is a cutting-edge methodology
for generating innovative solutions in any
domain - including the arts, medicine,
education, and the business world. It is an asset
that organizations desire so much that they
send their own employees out to be trained in
the process of design thinking. The program
is, what she refers to it as, a bootcamp. It is
roughly fifty-six hours of engagement time and
it is incredibly immersive.
The whole ideaofIDEA isnot for the student
to become an expert in design thinking in just
three days, but rather to get an introduction

to it and a background in it so they can use
the methodology in future courses, research
projects, and professional activities.
When asked how the design challenges
for each cohort were chosen, Butler informed
me that the IDEA Leadership Team truly
does practice what they preach. The team
brainstormed and wroteproject ideas on sticky
notes and slammed them on a giant sheet of
paper.
One of the core themes of the program is to
be creative and to encourage students to step
outside their comfort zone to embrace "wild
ideas," which is one of the reasons Butler gave
for why the student mentors decided to present
different tasks and ideasby doing activities like
skits. She said they wanted to be fun with how
they presented the topics, but also provide the
students an example of what it means to be
imaginative and innovative.
This was a good segue to my next question
which had to do with why there were a bunch
of activities available for the students while
they were working on their prototypes. Butler
said that the work space of true and successful
innovators is something that is a collaborative
and fun place to be in.
She said some people fear criticism, and by
putting them in a fun and crazy environment,
they cap open up and be in an environment
where they feel safe giving out their ideas.
Butler also said that duringthe design thinking
process, people benefit from taking a break,
engaging in something fun or relaxing, and
then returning to their project with fresh eyes.
We then discussed about one of the
exercises that was done during the program.
When students were presenting their idea
through a storyboard, they were taught that
when someone asked them a question that
began with "have you considered...", they
were to say thank you, and nothing else. I

asked Butler why students were taught that,
especially when the judges did not ask those
types of questions. She told me the idea of this
is to make sure people do not get attached to
their idea and try to defend it in the moment.
When people get attached, she said that they
will not want to listen to constructive criticism.
The technique involves having a team
member record all of the considerations raised
during the pitch; then the team discusses that
feedbacklater ina teammeetingand determines
how to modify their solution. When it comes
to the judges, she realizes that they usually
do not ask "have you considered..." questions
and they do want the student to present the
complete prototype.
She still believes in the exercise so that
students can learn to accept critical feedback
as an essential component of the iteration
and innovation process. Ultimately, the result
should be a prototype that was made with the
consumer in mind, and not the creator.
We concluded our interview by discussing
why the song High Hopes, by Panic! At the
Disco, was played about ten times throughout
the program. Butler informed me that were
several reasons as to why the song was played
the amount of times that it was.
The song was picked by the team as the
program's theme song. The student mentors
choreographed a routine with that song on
their first night of training for IDEA, and
then they performed it as a surprise flash mob
dance for the first-year
students on Tuesday
night. Butler said that the team also enjoyed
the message of the song, encouraging students
to "manifest destiny" and to always have high
hopes for what they can create and accomplish.
She said it underscores the experience of IDEA
and she hopes that students got that message
out of the song.
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Department of Public Safety Log
ACCIDENT (MVA) MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT Feb 01,2019-Friday at 09:21
Location: GENERAL PARKING C
Summary: DPS received a report of a minor MVA in C lot, no injuries reported.
EMT CALL EMT CALL / MEDICAL SERVICES RENDERED Feb 01,2019-Friday at 17:35
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: DPS received a request for an EMT for a report of a female that has passed out. EMS was activated. Patient was transported to Fatima Hospital by Smithfield Rescue 3.
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Trump delivers the
State of the Union
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Tweets of the week
"We cannot continue a dysfunctional healthcare system
which costs us about twice as much per capita as any
other major country and leaves nearly 30 million
Americans uninsured. We must guarantee health care for
everyone through a Medicare for All program/'
-Bernie Sanders, 2/13/19 (@BernieSanders)
i

President Trump at the State of the Union (Getty Images)

Charles Ameen
Contributing Writer
President Donald J. Trump
delivered his State of the Union
address Tuesday, February 5,
2019. During his speech, Trump
spoke about many topics that
are relevant in the United States
today. Trump began his speech
by saying that his agenda was
not one of the Democrats or
the Republicans, but rather was
one of the American People.
President Trump implied that the
purpose of this speech was not to
take sides, but rather to inform
the American people as a whole.
Trump also thanked veterans
of World War II as 2019 marked
the 75th anniversary of the allied
invasion on D-Day. Also, 2019
marked the 50th anniversary
of the Apollo 11 space mission
where astronauts placed the
American flag on the moon.
As President Trump went
through the speech, he stated: "In
the 20th century, America saved
freedom, transformed science,
and redefined the middle-class
standard of living for the entire
world to see. Now, we must step
boldly and bravely into the next
chapter of this great American
adventure, and we must create
a new standard of living for the
21st century. An amazing quality
of life for all of our citizens is
within our reach.".
President Trump looked
towards the future when he
inferred that the 21st century
will be the time where the United
States moves forward towards
a better life for the American
people. President Trump referred
to the political stalemates in
the United States between the
Democratic
and Republican
parties and how those stalemates
have reduced the effectiveness of
American politics. Trump talked
about the United States' economy
as it comes to the creation of
jobs and the decline of the
unemployment rate in the United
States.
President Trump referred
to the tax cuts implemented by
his administration in relation to
working families. Also, another
cut implemented by President

Trump's administration came to
business regulations to compel
companies to return to the
United States. The last aspect of
the economy President Trump
talked about in his speech was
the United States production of
oil and gas. He referred to the
United States as a "net e^xporter
of energy". President Trump also
discussed the new legislation to
allow non-violent offenders to be
given another chance at entering
society through the First Step
Act.
The next major topic to
be discussed by Trump was
immigration along the southern
border in the United States, which
currently is a controversial topic
in the United States. President
Trump referred to the southern
border immigration topic as a
"moral issue".
President
Trump
also
mentioned that the day of the State
of the Union address marked the
100th anniversary of the reform
that granted women the right to
vote. President Trump mentioned
that there are more women as
part of the workforce now than
ever before in America's history.
This brought Trump into
discussion about American trade
and the creation of the Reciprocal
Trade Act. The act makes it where
if a country places a tariff on an
American product, the United
States can place the same tariff
on their product. Trump referred
to infrastructure as it comes to
medical issues that affect the
American people, focusing on
HIV and childhood cancer,
and how these issues must be
dealt with. Lastly, Trump's
speech brought up the idea of
the country's national security.
Trump brought up his campaign
for the presidency, where he
originally discussed issue of
terrorism and the United States'
intolerance. Trump referred to
the United States relations of
peace with Russia and the current
workings of a treaty with North
Korea. President Trump closed
his address by asking Congress to
look towards the future and the
opportunities that are and will be
available for the United States.
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are fighting for all Americans, from all backgrounds,
of every age, race, religion, birthplace, color & creed. Our
agenda is NOT a partisan agenda - it is the mainstream,
common sense agenda of the American People. Thank
you El Paso, Texas -1love you!"

''We

-Donald Trump, 2/11/19 (@realDonaldTrump)
"#PaidLeave helps the health & economic well-being of
workers & leads to positive results for all involved. Proud
to help intro #FAMILYAct to provide workers w/ an
insurance policy that boosts productivity & ensures they
can care for their families."
-Jack Reed, 2/12/19 (@SenJackReed)
"Schools. Places of worship. Movie theaters. Banks. No
matter where you are, you deserve to feel safe from gun
violence. Mass shootings that barely make headlines
cannot become our new reality. We must pass universal
background checks and ban assault weapons."
-Kamala Harris, 2/13/19 (@KamalaHarris)
"Presidents must never again shutdown our government
as an extortionary bargaining ploy,to get their way in
Congress, especially for a wasteful, ineffective Trump Ego
Wall opposed by most U.S. border residents. An instant
impeachable offense! -R"
-Ralph Nader, 2/11/19 (@RalphNader)
"Are you out of your mind? Instead of looking only
at Fox during the Obama years you should have been
paying a bit more attention to see how that now defeated
Republican Congress treated Obama officials. Your
people now simply can't defend their record or actions."
-Eric Holder, 2/9/19 (@EricHolder)

News
Bryant University athlete Elliott Abrams, U.S. envoy for
Venezuela, faces combative
suffered a verbal attack
House hearing as policy stalls
Grace Sewell
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have wondered what the university will do
address these issues moving forward.
Contributing Writer
Following his post. Law has been
contacted by several students on campus
On the afternoon of February 6th, the that have had similar situations occur to
Bryant community received and email them and in some cases they were much
from Bryant's Vice President for Student more severe. From communicating with
Affairs John Saddlemire, titled "Alleged Law, he did not want to specifically get
Racial Incident". The email, addressed to this one student in trouble, rather bring
all Bryant University students, spoke ofan up the existence of racial divide and
incident where "racial bias" was received understanding on campus.
Law says he wants students at Bryant
by a student on campus. Saddlemire
went on to explain how racist behavior University to be able to share their negative
is not tolerated at the university and an experiences here and give them an outlet
for support, and the having the university
investigation was occurring.
OnFebruary 4th, an African-American as an ally in this initiative would be all the
student posted to their Facebook account more beneficial.
Law says he knows that Bryant
what happened to his Facebook page. The
student reported that, while they was University has the Center for Diversity and
walking down at the townhouses, a racial Inclusion on campus, and that the center
work tirelessly towards the acceptance
verbal attack was issued.
Since seeing the Facebook post, the and expanison of diversity on campus,
student was reached out to hear what he this instance has been highlighted as an
had to say. Quinton Law, spoke about instance in which that mission is ever more
important,
addition, he spoke of the
everything that had happened.
Law said "it's much bigger than just my Multicultural Student Union, who partner
incident now" referring to administration's with the GDI often. Law is working with
involvement as well as legal implications other clubs in hopes of making an event
that the situation has caused. Though I centered around diversity, where everyone
assumed administration's involvement feels welcome, and where a dialogue can
would be to address the issue of racial be started between students of all diverse
conflict on campus, I was surprised to backgrounds.
Now, Law, as well as many others are
hear they were more concerned with Law's
doing their best to not let instances of
Facebook post.
Aside
from the comprehensive racism be "let go." Starting a conversation
email sent by John Saddlemire two days about diversity and inclusion as a
following the incident, no other statement community is where many believe that
has been issued. Some in the community change can start.

Fast News of the week
- Canadian Veteran Affairs Minister Jody
Wilson-Raybould announced her resignation
Tuesday
- El Chapo was found guilty of all drug
trafficking counts on Tuesday
- Chuck Schumer is urgin Amy Mcgrath to run
for senate to challenge Mitch McConnell for his
seat
- Donald Trump spent about $50,000 to have a
golf simulator about the size of a room installed
in the White House
- Rhode Island State Senator, Cynthia Coyne, is
pushing for legislation to ban 3-D printed guns
- Tens of thousands of people decided to march
in the streets of Buenos Aires in order to express
their disapprovement of the policies of President
Mauricio Macri
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Tracy Wilkinson
MCT Campus
In his first appearance in Congress as
special U.S. envoy for Venezuela, Elliott
Abrams on Wednesday defended the
Trump administration's seemingly stalled
efforts to oust President Nicolas Maduro,
saying the authoritarian ruler's "time is
up."
"There is a storm brewing inside the
Maduro regime," said Abrams, a veteran
diplomat best known for his role in the
Iran-Contra scandal of the late 1980s. "He
will not be able to weather it much longer."
In a sometimes combative hearing
before the House Foreign Affairs
Committee,
Abrams
described
a
diplomatic and political effort aimed at
driving a wedge between Maduro and his
top military commanders onone side, and
the civilianpopulation and lower ranks of
the army on the other.
Abrams said analysts has detected
"cracks" in Maduro's support, indicating
the approach might be working, but he
declined to go into detail in a public
setting.
To increase pressure on Maduro, the
administration has slapped sanctions on
Venezuelan officials and income sources
such as oil exports. Abrams said the State
Department will revoke U.S. visas for
judges on Maduro's Supreme Court. It
previously revoked visas for members of
the pro-Maduro parliament.
The Trump administration recognized
opposition leader Juan Guaido as
Venezuela's interim president on Jan. 23,
and Secretary of State Michael R. Pompeo
appointed Abrams to his post two days
later. Most of Latin America and Europe
also has recognized Guaido's shadow
government.
Maduro has refused to step down,
however, and his grip on power appears
to have tightened despite large-scale
protests in a country roiled by political
and economic turmoil.
Abrams was an unusual choice for the
job, and not just because he denounced
Trump in a magazine piece titled "When
You Can't Stand Your Candidate" during
the 2016 presidential race.
During the Reagan administration's
Iran-Contra scandal, which revolved
around the illegal sale of arms to Iran to
help support rebels trying to overthrow a
leftist regime in Nicaragua,
Abrams pleaded guihy to two counts
of
withholding
information
from
Congress as part of a plea agreement. He
was pardoned by President George H.W.
Bush in 1992.
Abrams was interrupted twice at
the start of his testimony by protesters
who chanted against staging a "coup" in
Venezuela. They were removed by security
guards.
When Abrams concluded his opening
statement, another protester jumped up
and shouted, "War criminal!" He, too, was
removed.
Lawmakers urged Abrams to persuade
the administration to admit more refugees
from Venezuela and to consider giving
those already here temporary protected
status, a category that shields specific
groups of nonresidents from deportation.
Trump has ordered those protections
removed for several groups, including
Salvadorans and Haitians.

Elliot Abrams (Getty images)
More than 3 million Venezuelans
are believed to have fled their country in
recent years, creating a refugee crisis in
the region.
Several
Democratic
lawmakers,
including the committee chairman.
Rep. Eliot Engel of New York, expressed
concern that Trump has publicly floated
the idea of sending U.S. troops into
Venezuela.
"This is not the path ... the United
States is pursuing," Abrams responded.
He added, "We always take the position
that all options are on the table."
"That plays right into the hands of
the dictator who is our adversary," Rep.
William Keating (D-Mass.) snapped back.
Use of force "is not the preferred path
and not the path we are going down,"
Abrams reiterated.
Asked to pledge that the Trump
administration would not send U.S.
troops into Venezuela without consulting
Congress, Abrams said he was "not in a
position" to do so.
Two Democrats, Rep. Joaquin Castro
of Texas and Rep. Adriano Espaillat of
New York, revived Abrams' Iran-Contra
past to question his ability to perform his
current job.
Castro
asked
if
the
Trump
administration has sent weapons to
Venezuela's opposition. When Abrams
gave an emphatic "No," Castro asked,
"Can we trust your testimony today?"
Castro noted that Abrams' previous
troubles
involved
supplying lethal
weapons to rebels in Nicaragua "against
the will of Congress."
Tempers flared when Espaillat said the
"baggage" Abrams carried disqualified
him to lead the anti-Maduro effort.
Abrams, who served as an assistant
secretary of State from 1981-89, angrily
said that numerous military dictatorships
were replaced by civilian governments in
that period.
He added that not a single Latin
American official he has met since
becoming special envoy has brought up
his controversial past.
Abrams grew red in the face when
Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-Minn.) recounted his
statements from the past that attempted
to discredit as communist propaganda
journalists' reports of massacres by U.S.trained troops in El Salvador.
"I've been attacked!" he shouted at
one point, when Omar would not let him
speak to defend himself.
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Planning events & creating experiences:
Q&A with Bryant alumn Cyndi Radke
the White House and Washington Monument and then the African American Museum.
I am fortunate that this is my backyard and that people come from around the globe to
visit our Nation's Capital - and, thatIget to experience it every day.
Meeting "attendees are more likely to remember a meeting if they are fascinated
by where it was held." (Wildman, Smart Meetings) The Ronald Reagan Building and
The Archway had the opportunity to speak with Cyndi Radke, Executive Vice International Trade Center offers unique spaces, many with breathtaking architecture
President of Sales and Event Planning for TCMA (A Drew Company), the exclusive and natural light, which clients and their guests enjoy as these help create memorable
manager of Ronald Reagan Building and International Trade Center (RRBITC) in experiences.
Washington D.C. Additionally, Cyndi is a Bryant alumna - Class of 1981 - however, at
that time she was known by her maiden name of Pinckney.
Chris: Considering many events are heavily focused on cross-cultural exchange, are
Through her role, Cyndi is a key player in planning over 2,000 events on an annual the food & beverages catered often from other cultures? In terms of communication, are
basis. Let's find out more about how all of these events come to life, and why these events translators ever involved?
matter to both the hosts, attendees, and the surrounding community.

Christopher Polis
Business Editor

Cyndi: Culinary diplomacy has become more popular over the past decade. Food
promotes cross-cultural understanding and can indelibly bring people together. The
award-winning, in-house culinary team at the Ronald Reagan Building and International
Trade Center artfully blends seasonal ingredients, regional flavors and uses international
inspiration to create and present innovative dishes that impress our guests. There seems
Cyndi: Although many would say my career path has been varied,I would disagree to be a 50/50 split for food selection for international events - while someprograms cater
with that. There has been a constant in my career and that is roles in Sales andMarketing. to a native cuisine, others want an "American immersion" experience. No matter what
The products and services that I have represented have been quite different, ranging our clients select for their menu, food, albeit subtly, does make an impact on diplomacy
from telecommunications services to internet recruiting to performance management and international exchange.
to telemedicine to meetings and events. Along my career path, I have had increasing
For the past 10 years, TCMA has been a sponsor the Embassy Chef Challenge. This
responsibilities in the roles I have taken. My passion is to grow businesses (both in event brings more than 30 highly regarded chefs from around the world together to
profitability, revenue growth and market share) all while building, motivating and provide authentic dishes from their home country for the over 1000 attendees to taste.
leading great teams.
With over 190 embassies located in Washington, DC, the Ronald Reagan Building and
My team at TCMA sells, plans and implements over 2000 events annually, including International Trade Center is a perfect location for culinary diplomacy to thrive.
international conferences, corporate meetings and seminars, fundraisers, galas, weddings
Effective communicationis imperative not only in our role as the WorldTrade Center
and more. Our events clientele range from industry leaders in aerospace, biomedicine, Washington DC, but to our long-term success as an organization. We have the abil ty
youth advocacy and technology to the diplomatic community, federal government and to bring in translators if they are required, although if needed, many guests travel with
non-profits. WhatIlove about my job is that I get to work at one of America's leading their own translators. If there is a language issue, we have an international workforce
Centers of Influence, our team has the opportunity to interact with thought leaders that represents over 33 countries and speaks over 30 languages from which we can draw.
from around the globe and from down the street all while delivering events that are
impactful. No day is ever the same. The diversity of the work allows for creativity and
Chris: The rising trend of face-to-face experiential marketing has benefited consumers
innovation while sharing a common vision and mission. Whether I'm interacting with and companies throughout various industries. How valuable are events within the realm
clients, working on budgets, coaching the team or promoting our company being at
of commerce and government? What are your thoughts on the overall impact eventshave
1300 Pennsylvania Avenue, on America's Main Street in the heart of Washington DC is on the global economy?
exhilarating.
I chose Bryant because of its reputation and its stunning campus. ButI left Bryant
Cyndi: Events bring people together - whether from across the city, across the aisle or
with so much more. Bryant gave me a solid business foundation from which I have across the globe. Events, whether they are B2B, B2G or B2C are an important component
used to leverage and grow both personally and professionally. Bryant's professors were in an organization's marketing mix as they provide an opportunity to foster thought
inspirational. Although I have not spoken with Professor Notarantonio since I left leadership, recognize key contributions/contributors and share ideas.
Bryant, she left a lasting impression on me withher great lectures on applying marketing
Experiential marketing has become a creative and engaging way for companies to
principles and marketing strategies. While at Bryant she was a great mentor and that is differentiate themselves in a highly competitive global economy and build memorable
something thatItook from her on how to be a good mentor to others.
connections with consumers. The goal of events is to foster the experiential one-to-one
Chris: What happened along your career path to lead you to this role? What
responsibilities does your role entail? What impact did Bryant have on your career and
in your current role?

Chris: Describe the preparation and planning that it takes to host world-class events?
What are some "must-do's" and "definitely-don'ts"?

connection by quickly and effectively building brand awareness, allowing buyers to
engage with a product/service/company which drives lead generation, brand advocacy
and, ultimately, sales.

Cyndi: As with any business, you first must know your client. What is their mission?
Thank you Cyndi, it's inspiring to hear from a Bryant alumna who foundtheir passion.
Who are they? Who are their clients? And, then understanding the goals and objectives Event professionals, as well as students pursuing a career in experiential marketing, all
of each program is paramount to hosting world-class events. TCMA is in an enviable can learn a valuable lesson from you.
position to have an 87% client retention rate. What brings our clients back year after year
is that we treat each program as if it is the first time the client is entering the building
and hosting their event. We do not rest on our laurels or take shortcuts because of the
familiarity, instead we build on the relationships and client knowledge that we continually
develop year over year. Whether an event is new to the Ronald Reagan Building and
International Trade Center or a repeat group, we treat our clients and their guests the way
that they want to be treated.
To host world-class events, we have to anticipate the needs of our chents instead
of waiting to be asked for something. We set the bar high for our employees to deliver
world-class service, food that will surprise and delight and a variety of spaces to serve as
a perfect backdrop for almost every type of event. Consistently delivering on our brand
standard gives our clients confidence that their event will be successful at the Ronald
Reagan Building and International Trade Center.

EVENTS = EXPERIENCES

Chris: What are unique ways to provide a memorable and meaningful experience
for attendees? Does the prime location in the nation's capital supplement the attendee
experience?
Cyndi: In a crowded hospitality field, providing personal, memorable experiences to
your clients and their guests is important. There are so many opportunities to do this
from the moment a client walks in the door to well after they have left the venue. This is a
true differentiator for TCMA whether it be as our receptionist is happily greeting guests
by name when they enter our office, to providing a cup of coffee just the way a client likes
it, to remembering that a particular client likes the room temperature a bit cooler than
the norm, to serving foods that will surprise and delight each guest. Every touchpoint
gives us the opportunity to create a memorable personal experience.
Our building is iconic due to its rich history and interesting architecture, it is also
unique in that it is the Nation's "Official" trade center it has a congressional mission
to promote trade and cross cultural exchange. Our location provides an experience
that is quintessential Washington, DC as we are located in the heart of our Nation's
capital, on America's Main Street. When you walk into or out of the building, you can
feel the heartbeat of Washington DC. We are a 1 y^ blocks from the White House and
a quick walk to the Capitol. Our guests can quickly get to the Smithsonian Museums
and National Mall in just minutes. Every morning whenIdrive to work,I first pass the
Kennedy Center, then the Lincoln Memorial and Vietnam War Memorial, followed by

The Atrium Ballroom is just one part of the large venue (RonaldReagan Building)
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Valentine's Day's iinpact on business
Alec Binette
Contributing Writer
Anyone who has gone shopping in late January or earlyFebruary has almost definitely
experienced a flood of the color red. During this time of the year, retailers focus on
cashing in on Valentines day's allure. Stores ranging from Stop and Shop to Nordstrom
begin to alter the appearance of both their stores and their products in hopes to sell gifts
for this year's special day. Whether you participate in gift giving on Valentine's day or
not, this holiday has a great effect on the economy and businesses both large and small.
Every year, billions of dollars are spent on the holiday by consumers with an average
spending of around $150 dollarsper person, according to the National Retail Foundation.
Over that past few years, people have been spending more and more money withno sign
of slowing down. For consumers, this is a day where they can give something to someone
special in their life without necessarily worryingabout a budget. A majority of spending
is spent on jewelry with 20% of consumers claiming that they would be purchasing some
sort of jewelry. In addition, close to one billion dollars in spending comes from the sales
of greeting cards while the sale of candy is estimated to be around $1.5 billion dollars
according to a survey by The Motley Fool.
Even with the popularity and the stigma surrounding this holiday, it is reported that
almost 50% of people do not celebrate it in the typical way. Over the past decade, this
participation rate has dropped more than 10%. It seems that consumers are not viewing
this holiday the same anymore and they are losing the desire to participate. Part of
this can be traced back to the culture today, where people are less likely to be married
or be in a relationship than in the past. In addition, many millennials do not see the
need of spending large amounts of money on a seemingl]^ "made up" holiday. It seems
that these individuals would rather spend the money in a different way rather than on a
materialistic gift. Much of the spending that occurs for Valentine's day is not directed
at one's significant other, but rather a collection of friends, family and spending on
themselves. Even though less people may be celebrating the holiday, spending has still
been increasing and it is estimated to be around $20 Billion Dollars this upcoming year,
which willbe an all-time high.
In conclusion, Valentine's day is a holiday that is both loved and dreaded by many.
Even so, the impact that it has on businesses and the economy cannot be ignored. As
stated above, spending is expected to reach record levels this season and this is a great way

to put money back into the economy. Although spendinghas increased, participation has
declined which can be tracedback to the hyper commercialization of the holiday and the
growth in a younger overall population. Whether you participate in the holiday or not,
be sure to capitalize on the post Valentine's day candy sales at your local supermarket.

Job market in Silicon Valley slows
as region reaches full employment
George Avalos
MCT Campus

doing much more issues."
One warning flag that has begun to flutter over the area's super-heated economic
system: For higher or worse, extra individuals are actuallyleaving Silicon Valley than are
arriving within the space, the research discovered.
In 2018, Silicon Valley suffered a internet migration outflow of 22,300, the report
The job market in Silicon Valley grew by 2.2 p.c throughout 2018, the slowest tempo
acknowledged.
of employment progress for the reason that Nice Recession ended a decade in the past, in
Regardless of the continuing housing disaster, Hancock is heartened by what, in his
line with a brand new report launched Wednesday.
view, seems to be a dramatic change in making an attempt to deal with the issue.
The employment beneficial properties in 2018 additionally marked a noticeable
"For the primary time we're speaking about housing in a really severe means,"
downshift from the tempo of progress in 2017, when Silicon Valley's job market grew by
Hancock mentioned. "Folks don't name it the housing drawback any extra. They name it
three p.c, the report from Joint Enterprise Silicon Valley mentioned. The report outlined
the housing disaster. And we now have a governor who could be very aggressive on the
Silicon Valley because the counties of Santa Clara, Alameda and San Mateo, and San
housing concern."
Francisco and the Scotts Valley space of Santa Cruz County.
The continuing job beneficial properties, yr after yr, have endured within the face of
headwinds from skyrocketing house costs andbrutal commutes. The regular job progress
is outstanding,in line withRussell Hancock, president of Joint Enterprise Silicon Valley.
"Silicon Valley is like a type of black bumblebees with the actually huge physique and
actually tiny wings," Hancock mentioned. "Engineers say it simply can't fly, but someway
it does proceed to fly. It defies logic and it defies purpose."
In 2018, Silicon Valley added 35,600 jobs, in contrast with a achieve of 47,300 jobs in
2017, the Joint Enterprise research decided.
Santa Clara County grew to become an much more highly effective financial engine
for the Silicon Valley area in 2018 than was the case the yr earlier than.
The report discovered that Santa Clara County produced 81 p.c — or 28,800 — of
the roles that have been added in 2018. That's up sharply from 2017, when Santa Clara
County generated 64 p.c, or 30,300 of the roles that have been added that yr.
"The expertise business is admittedly driving the job progress all through the area,"
mentioned Rachel Massaro, vp and senior researcher with Joint Enterprise Silicon Valley.
"The tech business added 22,900 jobs" in 2018.
Plus, throughout the tech sector itself, the expansion is being dominated by just some
expertise titans. Google accounted for about 35 p.c of the tech business job progress, Fb
produced 23 p.c of the rise in tech jobs, Apple was round 30 p.c and Salesforce produced
10 p.c of the tech business job beneficial properties, in line with Massaro's analysis.
That hiringgrowth interprets right into a relentless hunt for workplace buildings and
land the place these tech titans can develop.
"Large tech corporations are dominating the workplace and analysis and improvement
area," Massaro mentioned. "They don't seem tobe solely growing their headcount, they're
widening their footprints."
Google is now leasing about 18 p.c of the 242 million sq. toes of workplace and
analysis area that exists in Silicon Valley. Apple leases roughly the identical quantity of
workplace area as Google, Massaro mentioned. Meaning Google and Apple every lease
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It's New England vs. everyone else
Taylor Tyan
Contributing Writer
After a long NFL season, the New England Patriots
were recently in their ninth Super Bowl with Tom Brady
and coach Bill Belichick this past Sunday in Super Bowl
LIII. They have won their sixth Super Bowl title out of the
nine that both Tom and Bill have been to.
With this being such a prolific winning team they
have made a mark in history which has created what
is known today as the Patriots dynasty. No other NFL
franchise has achieved this reputation to be known as
their own dynasty. The Patriots have developed such
a strong reputation for themselves and because of the
amount of times they have either attended or won the
Super Bowl, they are now considered to be one of the
most hated franchises.
^
During the last Super Bowl, many sports pundits
viewed the game as New England versus everyone. It
seemed as though people from all around the country
were in up arms that yet again this team was making an
appearance. Throughout the week's prior to the event
comments were being made regarding Tom Brady's age
and the overall competitive nature of this team. Many
sports fans were projecting that Tom Brady should be
retiring because he is too old to play and is no longer in
his "prime." However, even after these types of comments
were being made, the large amounts of negativity did
not stop him from achieving success on the highest stage
of the game. Many different sports fans were posting
all over social media, including Twitter, Instagram, and
Facebook, that it should no longer be called the Super
Bowl but rather the Patriot's Invitational. Back in 2014,
the "Deflate-gate" was an NFL controversy involving
the allegation that Tom Brady purposely deflated the
footballs used during the playoffs in order to better his

Patriots running back Sony Michel escapes a taclde from Rams defender Cory Littleton (Jason Braverman)
performance. As a resuk, he was suspended for four
games in the beginning of the next season and the
Patriots team was fined $1 million and lost two draft
picks. This is Just one of the many examples of the
allegations made against the New England Patriots'
dynasty.
The dynasty that the Patriots have developed in which
no other team can relate to has resulted in this jealousy
and animosity among non-supporters of New England. It
is a known fact that no other team recently has won the
Super Bowl three times within the six years of each other
as of the 2000's. With the help of Belichick and Brady, the

Patriots cycle in new talent every year and yet they still
find a way to produce high caliber Super Bowl winning
teams.
Overall the New England Patriots have solidified their
own spot in history throughout the Brady and Belichick
era. It is a known fact that Tom Brady has more rings
than every other franchise in the league except for the
Steelers in which they both have six rings as of 2019. That
on its own is an amazing achievement that will take a lot
to outdo. Many New Englanders are proud to be a part of
this Patriots dynasty and will continue show their pride
in "Title Town."

Trades gone wild: Why trades have
become the new norm in the NBA
Trinity Bravo
Contributing Writer

had the media in a craze, Harrison Barnes
was traded mid-game to the Sacramento
Kings. That started an uproar even other
NBA players chimed in on how messed up
the organization is, when these players are
In this 2019 NBA season trades have
loyal
to the franchise and sold as if they
been going crazy. Due to the fact that
some big-name free agents' contracts are weren't worth anything because it is just a
up at the end of the year such as Kevin business.
A few culprits of this is the Boston
Durant, Kawhi Leonard, Kyrie Irving,
Celtics trading Isaiah Thomas after he
Kemba Walker, and others. All these allstar players being up for grabs has the rest played the day after his sister passed away,
and the Toronto Raptors who traded
of the league in a frenzy. On top of the
Demar
DeRozan who stated multiple times
free agents, the league already knew about
that
he
wants
toretire as a Raptor. The NBA
Anthony Davis got the media worked up
after he announced that he does not want is really stirring up the sports world. Even
the NBA players are on their toes quite a
to play for the New Orleans Pelicans and
bit.
Players that are the face of the franchise
requested a trade as well. With the trade
are being traded for role players and draft
deadline coming up teams are trying to
free up as much cap space as possible for picks. Marc Gasol who started his career
out with the Memphis Grizzlies in 2008
all these MVP caliber players.
The Los Angeles Lakers are willing was traded to the Toronto Raptors for
to get rid of their whole young core that Jonas Valanciunas, Delon Wright, CJ Miles
and a 2024 second-round draft pick. This
consists of Lonzo Ball, Kyle Kuzma,
Brandon Ingram and not one, but two whole 2018-2019 season is barely halfway
through but it is amazing how much talk
future first round picks. New Orleans
it has been getting already. Who knows
denied every single trade that the Lakers
what
else could happen this summer
threw at them. The Knicks, on the other
coming
up many people are expecting a
hand, are trying to play the free agency
lot of upsets around the NBA. Tlie trades
game a different way and work for the
are getting so out of hand that every NBA
long term freeing up seventy-two million
store announced that because all of the
dollars in cap space. Trading their top
crazy
amounts of trades, if you brought a
three contracts in Courtney Lee, Tim
jersey
and that player has been traded, you
Hardaway Jr., and their franchise player
have
90
days to contact the store and have
Kristaps Porzingis, for Dallas Mavericks
the option of getting your money back or
Westley Matthews, Deandre Jordan, and
trading for the player's new teams jersey.
Dennis Smith Jr. Porzingis received a lot of
backlash on leaving the big apple because We should be in for quite entertaining
the Knicks aren't a "winning program". summer for 2019 in the NBA who knows
what else would be in store.
This wasn't the only Mavericks trade that

Kristaps Porzingis (#6) and Anthony Davis (#23) have been the most talked
about players during the deadline, Porzingis was shipped to the Mavericks
while Davis still remains with the Pelicans (Johnathan Bachman)
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Bryce Harper, Manny Machado and other
stars remain free agents; what's going on?
Andy McCullough
MCT Campus
Neither Bryce Harper nor Manny
Machado phes his trade as a pitcher or
a catcher, so this week's milestone is
imprecise but still significant. As battery
mates report to Arizona and Florida
during the next few days, to be followed by
the rest of the rosters next week, the central
mystery of this bleak baseball winter
remains unsolved. Neither Harper nor
Machado has found a home for the 2019
season, and neither appears particularly
close to finding one.
The same can be said for former Cy
Young Award winner Dallas Keuchel,
seven-time All-Star closer Craig Kimbrel,
five-time All-Star outfielder Adam Jones,
two-time All-Star third baseman Mike.
Moustakas and dozens of other qualified
major-league players. Yet Harper and
Machado were supposed to be different,
the two-man tandem expected to thaw
the spending freeze that has overtaken the
sport in the past three years.
"What team out there wouldn't want a
Bryce Harper, a Manny Machado or a lot
of the free agents out there?" San Francisco
Giants catcher Buster Posey said at his
team's FanFest in San Francisco this past
weekend. Both are 26. Harper is a former
MVP who has made six All-Star teams.
Machado is a four-time All-Star who hit
37 homers in 2018 and can play either
shortstop or third base.
But it turns out, the answer to Posey's
question is: The overwhelming majority of

the industry, at least not at the prices the
players desireand whichprecedent suggests
they deserve. Harper and Machado aimed
to exceed the $325-million deal handed to
Giancarlo Stanton by the Miami Marlins
in 2014.Neither may reach that mark.
Posey was asked about Harper because
the Giants met with Harper in Las Vegas
last week. The meeting leaked because
Giants CEO Larry Baer took a photograph
with a fan inside the Bellagio, and "it's
kind of hard to deny when your CEO gets
made in the casino," president of baseball
operations Farhan Zaidi said. And the
meeting happened only because Harper
was unsignedin February, whichpresented
an opportunity for the bargain-seeking
Zaidi and the deep-pocketed Giants.
San Francisco can afford Harper. The
team has spent a relative pittance, about
$8.5 million, on major-league free agents
Jhis winter. Tl^t puts the Giants in line
with the overwhelming majority of the
industry. Only seven teams have spent
more than $50 million on big-league free
agents: the Dodgers, the Washington
Nationals, the New York Yankees, the New
York Mets, the Philadelphia Phillies, the
Boston Red Sox and the Texas Rangers.
Which begs the question: What is the
rest of the sport doing?
Free agency is not the only way to
improve a roster. The Cincinnati Reds
improved their team through trades,
acquiring YasielPuig, Alex Woodand Matt
Kemp from the Dodgers while swinging a
deal with the Yankees for former All-Star
pitcher Sonny Gray. The St.Louis Cardinals
netted star first baseman PaulGoldschmidt

from the Arizona Diamondbacks. As the
Seattle Mariners tore down their roster,
the Mets grabbed closer Edwin Diaz and
second basemanRobinson Cano, while the
Yankees augmented their starting rotation
with James Paxton.
All those trades cost teams assets in
the form of prospects. To sign a free agent
requires only money. In 2013, the Boston
Red Sox rose from a last-place finish the
year before to a championship after signing
seven free agents to their roster. That
approach feels like a relic from another
lifetime, rather than a strategy employed
by a World Series winner this decade.
The concept of trying to spend to vault
into playoff contention has fallen out of
favor with this generation of risk-averse,
depth-conscious executives. So Zaidi
has focused on the lower tier of the 40man roster in his first winter running the
Giants. The Mariners and Diamondbacks
joined the Miami Marlins among the
ranks of teams selling off crucial assets.
The Chicago White Sox have engaged with
Machado, but have not convinced him
to sign. The San Diego Padres continue
to kick the can down the road in their
perpetual rebuild.
Even for teams with October hopes,
free agency now serves as a vehicle for
augmenting a roster instead of reshaping
it. So Milwaukee signed former Dodgers
catcher Yasmani Grandal and otherwise
stood pat. Similar patterns appeared with
Colorado and infielder Daniel Murphy,
Houston with outfielder Michael Brantley
and Atlanta with third baseman Josh
Donaldson.

None of those players received longer
than a two-year contracts. Teams are
willing to spend, but on their terms. The
Yankees have flirted with Machado, while
still doling out nearly $140 million on the
market to players like reliever Zach Britton
and second baseman D.J. LeMahieu. The
Phillies struck a deal for Marlins catcher
J.T. Realmuto last week, and have stayed
engaged on both Harper and Machado.
But that didn't stop them from signing
outfielder Andrew McCutchen and
trading for shortstop Jean Segura. The
Dodgers opted for outfielder A.J. Pollock
at $55 million rather than a nine-figure
commitment to Harper.
Fans inNew York and Philadelphia and
Los Angeles may clamor for star power.
But at least their teams made an effort to
improve. More troubling is the behavior
of the Chicago Cubs, who have sat out
of the free-agent market after a series of
expensive misses. Jason Heyward has been
an offensive liability through the first three
seasons of his eight-year, $184-million
deal. Yu Darvish made eight starts in the
first year of his six-year, $126-million deal.
And the availability of reliever Brandon
Morrow, signed to be the team's closer last
winter, is uncertain as the spring begins.
The opening of spring training
usually serves as a metaphor for renewal.
Yet this year it will function more as a
reminder, that the two brightest lights on
the free-agent market have not yet found
employment, and the industry is not
exactly clamoring to change that.

Bryce Harper is one of Major League Baseball's biggest stars, and the biggest free agent of 2019. Yet as of the writing of this article he remains unsigned, and
there's only a few weeks left until the start of Spring Training (Manuel BakeCeneta)
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Mason Ramsey, I'm your biggest fan

Ramsey sits on a couch with his dog (Business insider)

Christopher Polis
Business Editor

We all miss those times as kids when our dreams may
have been a little bigger. We wanted to be a professional
athlete, a movie star, an astronaut, the President of the
United States, a superhero, or even a huge dog. Once
again, these are big dreams, but maybe they were not so
realistic. At this period in your life, you are most likely
not living out those sorts of dreams. As you get older, it
becomes much harder to make time for what inspired you
when you were younger.
Luckily,Ihave a story that willinspire allof you to keep
those dreams alive. It is a story about aborn andbred rock
star. The best part is that this star has not fully formed yet,
and his story has only just begun. He came to fame in a
flash, and his future is bright - hence the stardom. Most
importantly,Ido not think this star is going to burn out.
This star is here to stay, and we all need to let him shine.
If you could not take the hint,I am talking about the
one and only Mason Ramsey. Lil' Hank Williams. The
Next Johnny Cash. The Second Coming of Elvis Presley.
Buddy Holly's Best Buddy. Bob Dylan's Little Brother. The
Young Neil Young, or The Song Bird of Our Generation.
Although some of these names may not be accurate, they
encompass how much of a star this young boy truly is.
Remember his name.
What is unfortunate is that most of you might be
saying 1 of 2 things: "Who even is Mason Ramsey?" or

"You mean the kid that yodeled in Walmart and became
a meme?" Firstly, you wish you were a meme. Secondly,
call him a meme for now, but people are going to forget
all about that when they see his true potential as an artist.
Even if they don't, my question to you is: what is more
American than becoming famous on the internet from
yodeling in a Walmart? At least it sounded good when he
did this—good enough for him to go viral in the matter
of days.
Mason Ramsey might be as tall as his guitar. He is 12
years old and was born inGolconda, Illinois - a tight-knit
town with a population of around 640 people. Growing
up, he would hear his grandfather play Hank Williams in
the garage. Mason's family said he began learning to play
guitar at the age of 3, eventually performing in various
concerts from the ages of 4-9. It is important to note his
progression because it sheds light on how he became an
immediate internet sensation in March of 2018; gaining
II million views in just a week. A few weeks later, Mason
was performing at Coachella, one of America'sbiggest and
most popular music festivals. By the end of April, he was
already signing a record deal. The rest is history, and we
are all lucky to be a part of the generation witnessing it.
Although he is young, thiskid has quite the set of pipes,
fast fingers, hot hands, an engaging performance style, a
button-like birthmark on his forehead, an Old Western
sense of fashion, and an enthusiastic attitude. Most
importantly, he comes from very humble beginnings. He
was raised by his grandparents in a small town. He had
very little freedom and they could not even afford an
internet connection in their house -this is ironic because

his grandparents now manage his social media accounts.
Unlike other rock stars. Mason probably still has a
bedtime.
The reason I think he will continue to be famous can
be summed up into one word: versatility. I listen to his
music and end up questioning myself, "I don't even like
Country, so why do Ilike Mason Ramsey?" It has taken
me a while, butIhave come to accept this, because anyone
who truly appreciates music should have some variety
in their taste. Personally, Ibelieve Mason Ramsey could
cover any famous rock or pop song on acoustic guitar and
still rock your socks off.
If you still have doubt, then you areprobably thinking,
"child stars don't last." That may be historically accurate,
but Mason Ramsey is an example of an exception to that
rule. He is not your stereotypical Lil Bow Wow, who was
only relevant and popular when he was "Lil." The reason
he will last is because Mason does not want the sort of
fame the others wanted. Mason wants to be "famous for
loving you." A message from his heart, but a message that
is meant to touch the hearts of all who listen.
I am a true #1 fan right now and I will be #1 until the
very end. Ihope his success story inspires you like it has
inspired me. If you have ever had a dream when you were
younger, there is a part of you that still wants to make it
happen. After all, it is never too late, until one day, it will
be. Mason Ramsey proves that no matter the age, if the
dream is real enough, it can always come into fruition
through passion and love. Rock on Mason Ramsey, rock
on for the rest of us who never did and maybe never will!
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Goodell takes a seat, the NFL
rises in viewership as a result
Daniel Wilson
Contributing Writer

For theNFL, the year of 2018 was exactly what theyneeded. They saw a rise in viewers,
a slew of young talent began to develop in front of our eyes, new teamsmaking a name for
themselves, and an overall more stable league. Now that Goodell is in the background,
the negative association linked with the NFL has started to diminish a bit. They hope to
continue this success into the 2019 season and reestablish the American peoples' trust in
the game and in the organization as a whole.

As we look back on the NFL, years past have been filled with exciting plays and
cheering fans. Despite this, they have also been filled with many unanswered questions.
2017 was a year the NFL hopes to forget, as it was packed with controversy, anger from
the players, anger from management, and an overall sense of loss in terms of viewers and
ratings. The entirety of the controversy stems from kneeling to the National Anthem,
which many viewers found to be disrespectful. NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell
did not help much in calming the storm. Prior to this season, Goodell has been at the
forefront of plenty of controversies, mostly stemming from player discipline and how
he chooses to hand out punishments. He underwent a lot of criticism for how he has
handled players with a past of domestic abuse, along with various other problems that
have arose such as Deflate Gate surrounding the Patriots.
The love for the NFL has been revived throughout the 2018 season, mostly to the
emergence of many young stars who have been holding the attention of viewers. With
Goodell staying in the shadows, people can tune in and watch games with excitement.
Patriots owner Robert Kraft commented on the rise in viewers for the 2018 season, saying
"the fans don't care about the noise and our situation, they're there to focus on the game."
Essentially, the owners in the NFL realized that people were not concerned with their
internal management and what was going on behind the scenes; they simply wanted
to enjoy football and allow the players to speak for themselves. Colin Kaepernick was
also the highlight of the 2017 season, losing his job in the NFL for starting the kneeling
protests. As a new season approached, the NFL decided to allow the young stars of the
NFL to keep the attention of viewers.
Certainly the 2018 season had its own bits of controversy, but it was miniscule
compared to previous years. The 2018 playoffs saw a blown call that almost certainly
would have sent the New Orleans Saints to the Super Bowl, creating anger once again.
The NFL worked quickly to resolve the controversy and admit they were wrong with the
call on the field, which helped fans slightly settle.
Another intriguing event was the news of running back Kareem Hunt abusing a girl
on video, which was also swiftly handled by Goodell. When controversies like Kareem
Hunt have surfaced in the past, the handling of the situation has been quite lacking
in severity, and the NFL has fallen under a lot of scrutiny for it, for good reason. In
this incident, almost immediately, Hunt was released and placed on an exception list,
banning him from the NFL indefinitely. This was a great move for the NFL, showing
they have more of an understanding about the severity of those crimes and how they
should be handled despite how theyhave been handled in the past. It reveals that they are
Goodell at a press conference (WAFB)
trying to make a difference, even if it is small.

Scaring Off Amazon Will Backfire for the Left
Conor Sen
MCT Campus

based on name recognition more than anything else, at a similar early stage of the 2016
Republican presidential primaries Jeb Bush never polled higher than the teens. While
it remains to be seen whether Biden's strong polling will hold up if he enters the race,
Democratic voters are saying for now that they're open to the candidacy of an older
moderate white man, and aren't necessarily looking for a strong progressive.
It's possible that one day the Democratic Party will be theparty of people like OcasioCortez. But alittle historical perspective may be in order. Newt Gingrich was first elected
to Congress in 1978 and didn't become Speaker of the House until 16 years later. It
was a similar story for Paul Ryan, who was first elected to Congress in 1998. Political
revolutions take time, and even if progressives are convinced they'll win in the end, in
2019 they're overplaying their hand.

Amazon announcing it will not put one of its new North America headquarters in
New York City is the latest in a bad run of events that raise the possibility that progressives
have overplayed their hand. While progressives may be newly energized after electoral
success in November's elections, they don't have the electoral mandate they believe they
do, and they still have to answer how they intend to implement their ambitious agenda
with little to show for themselves to date.
This negative news cycle began last week when Representative Alexandria OcasioCortez unveiled her Green New Deal proposal, with confusion about what was actually
introduced. Wildly ambitious in scope, seeking to shift entirely to zero-emission energy
within a decade and provide good-paying jobs to all, it was confusing in part because
of the publication of an early draft of a FAQ that didn't represent what was actually in
the proposal. This fueled opponents' attacks on the program and left lawmakers and the
media trying to figure out what had actually been proposed.
In the wake of the botched Green New Deal proposal was California's new governor,
Gavin Newsom, announcing that the state no longer intends to complete high-speed rail
between Los Angeles and San Francisco. The project had become too costly to justify.
Worse yet, only a hard-to-justify-in-a-vacuum stretch of rail in the Central Valley will
be completed, at considerable cost. This was exactly the kind of project that the Green
New Deal advocates, and if deep blue, wealthy California can't make it happen, it's hard
to imagine making the economics and the politics of similar projects work across the
country.
Opponents of New York's deal with Amazon are surely cheering today's news, but
they're on shaky ground politically, given that the arrival of Amazon has consistently
polled well with voters. Support for the Amazon deal has been highest among black and
Latino voters, with white voters considerably more mixed, largely over concerns about
overcrowding infrastructure and aggravating a housing crisis. It's not a stretch to argue
that the political divide on the Amazon deal mirrors that of New York's Democratic
gubernatorial primary last year, with Governor Andrew Cuomo's voters supporting the
deal and challenger Cynthia Nixon's voters more divided on it.
All these news stories cast a shadow over the Democratic presidential primary,
where most major declared candidates to date have raced to embrace policy proposals
like Medicare for All and the Green New Deal offered up by progressives. It's debatable
whether this will end up being a winning strategy.
Former Vice President Joe Biden, considered a moderate rather than a progressive in
today's Democratic Party, continues to lead all early polling. While skeptics think that's Queens will no longer benefit from an Amazon location (SpencerPiatt)
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The Sentinelese—mystery revealed
Thomas Maranian
Variety Editor

Those who dwell too close to this historic island are met with disdain (Oplndia)
Far to the east, far to the west, far to the north, far to the south, or right beneath your
feet, dependent on where you are in the world, is the cryptic, mystifying, and shadowy
woodland realm known as North Sentinel Island in the Bay of Bengal. There, lives a
primitive and native tribe of hunters and gatherers. Ihese people have been titled with
three different names—the North Sentinel Islanders, the Sentineli, and the Sentinelese.
If your path ever leads to open waters and ocean tides, and you happen to traverse 1,700
kilometers off the eastern coast ofIndia, keep your eyes peeled and your mind sharpened.
For all we know, someone on the island could be reading this at this very moment, and
thus is why the first sentence is phrased with 'right beneath your feet.' We know not
whether they have means of communication with the outside world. It is improbable,
but not impossible. We know not whether these people are growing or diminishing in
number. What little we know is the geography of the island, the disregard for the outside
world the people have, and their all-too-routine decisiveness over unwelcomed guests.
The only possible way a people like this would consider welcoming you into their land
would be to arrive as they are, with no clothing, no material possessions, and absolutely
no aircraft or water transport, as has been seen a few times throughout history and in
recent days. So, unless you plan to swim ashore from the nearest land, or plan to jump
ship far enough out from the island that your transportation will not be seen, you will
not be given a friendly welcome. In fact, you are likely to be shot dead with poisonous
arrows. That is correct; the Sentineli take to bow and arrow, spear, and likely sword,
rather than guns and bullets.If you were to swim ashore, there is a slim chance you are
seen as a castaway in need of shelter, though it is far more likely they will kill you and
bury your remains. No outsider who has gone ashore has ever left alive. All meet their
end full of arrows, lost to the ages and never to be seen again.
Hundreds of questions emerge when researching the Sentineli. Most importantly, you
might wonder, is how they managed to get on the island in the first place. The primal
Sentineli people migrated from Africa to North Sentinel Island 60,000 years ago, and
through the many generations since, their descendants live on. Here we are in the 2019th
year of the Common Era. Backtrack 57,981 years Before the Common Era and that is
roughly when the Sentineli established themselves. It is extraordinary that they have
managed to survive for so long a time in such a place, shut away from the rest of the
world.
Media would have you believe that this is a tribe stillliving in the 'Stone Age,' but this
is no more than a nonsense. Yes, it is true they live in one of two forms of housing, as has
been recorded by the naked eye of government operations. The first are large communal
huts that house severalnumbers of families. They contain warmhearths and fortification,
opposing the occasional unrelenting forces of nature. The second is a more open form of
shelter that has roof like structures but no walls. They merely offer a place for a moment's
rest or the long sleep at night, as well as a place to store possessions like food, water, and
arrows. It is true that the Sentineli adventure into the forest to hunt and gather each
day and use the littoral waters to fish. What is not true is that they have not evolved in
60,000 years. Of course, they do not take lightly to buoys, other toy instruments, and the
occasional livepig sent ashore by local governments as a peace offering. The Sentineli are
known to spear any such 'gifts' and bury them in the sand. However, they are seemingly
pleased with the metal and coconuts that wash ashore, and other recyclables that humans
decide to pollute the ocean with. They are happy to play their part in saving endangered
species. Something we might all learn from. The iron collected is used to whet their
arrowheads and give them their form. There is no doubt they are incredibly careful when
they pick and choose what to take and what to bury, as will soon be explained. Perhaps
they detect the Trojan Horse at play countless times over, although they are unlikely to
have read Homer. Whether it is anyone's intention to bestow harm upon such apeople is
up for discussion across the internet. Some feel it is best to wipe them out, while others
feel they are to be left in peace. They certainly wish for the latter.
If you have heard of this tribe in the past, you likely are aware of the incredible risk
outsiders pose to them by even the slightest of interactions. A mass outbreak of disease

could find way to their land and wipe them all out from existence in the matter of
weeks or days. There is no sort of immunity against such pathogens. Even the slightest
of ailments could cause a chain reaction, killing an immeasurable amount of people.
Currently, media again has it that there could be anywhere from 15 to 500 people living
there. If you believe that, you have not been paying attention. This is a people that were
around 60,000 years ago. This is a people that live in a dwelling the size of Manhattan,
whose population reaches nearly 1.7 million. To think that as little as 15 people live there
and only as many as 500 is absurd. Even those who have made it ashore would not have
known the truth of the matter, for the eye can only see as far the shore extends. The inner
forests and secrets that lie within are not blueprinted. Again, those outsiders are dead
anyway and would have no chance of sending messages to and from the island to make
known the populous. Of course, the risk of giving birth is heightened without proper
hospital procedures. Miscarriages anddeath for the women are more likely than birthing
a healthy child, as is seen in periods like the medieval ages. And yet, it can be done.
Let us look at facts for a moment. Manhattan houses 1.7 million people in 22.82
square miles. Boston houses 685,000 people and is 89.63 square miles. You can see the
numbers are not dependent upon the size of the land, but rather on a whole number of
economic factors. In the case of our Sentineli, the only probable factors that determine
their population are likely what good can come from birthing additional children andif
the risk is too great for the women. All that being said, we cannot ever know if 15, 500,
10,000, or 1,000,000 people are living there. When special ops fly overhead, the Sentineli
typically swarm the beach to loose a barrage of arrows upon the helicopters, which are
always overwhelmed to the point that they have to turn back. Flying over the forested
lands is a death wish, for we again do not know if there is an army of defensive tribal
members awaiting another day's archery practice.
Due to their seclusion, there is no way to ever know what language they speak. Are you
starting to pick up on thehints? The term 'Sentinelese' canbe used, at present, to describe
their language. Whatever it is, they are in communication with one another. All living
things are. Horses, whales, seagulls, tigers, humans—all beings communicate. Whether
by spoken, written, or interpersonal communication,language is the most primitive trait
that defines a ppople. If they could not, they would have all died out by now, likely by
their own hand. If you cannot convey yourself, especially when endangered, you cannot
survive, plain and simple. In the 19th century, the British tried to bring together the
neighboring islanders,known as the Onges, and found that their language patterns were
far from similar.
Sporadic visits have taken place throughout the course of time that has done harm
to the Sentineli's conviction of any and all outsiders. Let us examine the more recent
occurrences. In 1880, an armed British expedition saw the capture of six Sentineli to
study their way of life. All six were quickly faced with sickness. The two elderly captives
died, soon thereafter, and the British decided to send the four children back to their
island with presents as a peace offering. It is unknown whether these children spread
their illness to the rest of their tribes. What is known is that the Sentineli were not left
with warm feelings to any of the outside world thereafter.
In the year 1896, an escaped Indian lawbreaker washed up on their shore, causing
the Sentineli to fill him with arrows and cut his throat; in 1974, Sentineli welcomed
a film crew with a barrage of arrows; in 2004, a fully nude tribesman took aim at an
Indian Coast Guard helicopter directed to check for signs of survival in the aftermath
of an earthquake and tsunami; in 2006, the tribesmen killed two fishermen who
unintentionally drifted along their waters. As an Indian Coast Guard helicopter came
about to recover the bodies, it was met by the Sentineli, string hands pulled back and
ready to loose. The Coast Guard failed.
Just this past November of 2018, an American Christian missionary named John
Allen Chau attempted to enter the tribespeople's island, only to be killed. His body has
not been recovered. The fishermen who took Chau to close to the island, whereupon
Chau approached the island on a kayak, said that the Sentineli dragged his body onto
the beach. Chau wrote inhis journal that the tribespeople shot through his bible with an
arrow, giving rise to the fact that either they wanted nothing to do with Christian beliefs
or Chau simply raised the bible to protect his body from an oncoming arrow.
The killing of invaders is for the Sentineli's.pwn survival and protection. History has
been written, and with it, dispositions have taken form; humanities perpetual desire to
discover the unknown has forced our own hand to play a role in the death of two Sentineli
and likely many others, if those four children did indeed infect their fellow tribespeople.
So, all facts set in stone, the question then becomes this: should we leave the Sentineh
to their way of life or force ourselves into their abode to find answers we so yearningly
seek? If you thought the latter, think again. What harm did they ever do to you? This is
an entire people we are talking about—an entire way of life. They have lived for 60,000
years and counting, wishing only to be left in harmony. To be quite honest, it is a rather
attractive lifestyle they live—quietude, serenity, and solitude in an otherwise loud,
chaotic, and materialistic world. Take some time to ponder what life would be like if you
could drop everything in this life—all your worries dissolved—and live the rest of your
days off a parcel of land. Everything would be,in a way, simpler. Sure, everywhere there
is a people, there is an economic structure of some sort. Value must always be exchanged
for value. The Sentineli have, undoubtedly, already established a fine set of rules of which
all must follow. Where two or more people are congregated, order must follow. Whe e
two people gather, disputes arise, and justice must be served. Tribespeople toil the land
in the sense that they provide food for their families and materials for shelters. A normal
day would look like this: rest, hunt, eat, build, share stories, rest, repeat.
The Utopian society is said not to exist.I say different. Though we all have our own
views on what a perfect society would consist of, as you further your research on North
Sentinel, you may find reason to agree. The overarching idea behind this island and
the way of life is an eye-catching one. The violence and bloodshed that ensues, due to
Sentineli wariness, is, by no means what makes it so. Rather, to be able to exist on this
earth without the struggles faced insociety today is what makes such a place a Utopia. As
time progresses into the coming decades, we might all wish we could revert to an age of
life such as this.
I pose several questions in closing to consider as you continue your search on the
secret societies of this world. What would it be like to start over? What would it be like to
live thousands of miles away from cities, towns, schools, commutes, workdays, judgment
from others, vicarious living, and technological advancements that will one day be the
bane of our existence, in order to disconnect from the intricacies of this world?
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What Kind of Mindset Do You Have?
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The weekly riddles
(3)

lH)ur

men were fishing in a boat
on the lake. The boat turned over
and all four men sank to the
bottom of the lake.

I am one of five
I am not alive
The one who sent me became king
The one who recieved me died
What am I

Answers: (1) Outer Space (2) Stone (3) There was no water in the lake!

And yet, not one single man
got wet.

How can this be?
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